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In this article we will show how to change out the old frame/front suspension of your 49, 50, and 51 Mercury / Ford
to a new IFS  unit. This high tech front suspension will let the car ride and handle exceptionally well.

KEEP IN MIND THAT THESE TECHNIQUES WILL WORK ON ANY IFS SWAP FOR ANY MAKE OR MODEL!

One of the main concerns is that the new front clip be lined up exactly as the old front clip was to assure that the front sheet
metal will fit precisely, provided you were satisfied with the sheet metal fit before you removed it and that there was no frame damage
to the original frame, which would throw your measurements off.

1. Put your car up on jack stands to support the frame evenly. From this side view Paul is checking the rocker panel to make sure it is level.

We check it side to side, on the frame and front to back on frame and rockers as seen.  Take wheelbase measurements from the front-end

rear-axle centerlines and record the figure.  This will give you added insurance that once the installation is completed, your front wheels

will be centered in the wheel openings.  Using plumbs bombs hanging from identical holes in your frame and then using a tape measure

will assure exact square symmetry.

 2. Making a jig is the only way to assure exactness. Take a piece of angle iron, mark then drill out the holes to line up with the original
factory bumper bracket mounting holes in the original front frame section.  Remember, there must be no previous collision damage or your

reference points will not be right.

Make a Jig:  If you are on a budget other jig options are to build a jig from pine 2 x 4 “s. We will be building ours from steel. This will give
you a fixed point so you can put the new IFS frame exactly where the original one was. Of course  this is provided your original frame
had not been in a collision.
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3. Paul tightens the Angle Iron to the bumper bracket mounting holes on the
frame so it will stay in place while fabricating the rest of the Jig. He then made
vertical uprights from the floor to the Angle Iron pieces bolted to the bumper
bracket holes. He is now installing Angle Iron from the firewall braces to the
top of the uprights.

4. Here is a different view of the jig. The Angle Iron

comes off the upright and goes back toward the fire wall.

5. Where the Angle Iron comes over the top of

the upright Paul welded an angle bracket so it

would come right up against the upright tight.
This way we would know exactly where the
upright needs to be placed when checking the

new frame section during it’s fit.



6. Drill a hole in the other end at the firewall
and place a screw driver, punch or a bolt
through the firewall support bracket. You will
know that it is all in place if the bolts run
through the holes easily. The same goes for
fitting the new IFS frame.

7. Paul used a Milwaukee Super Sawz All to cut off the original frame three

inches in front of the body mount. Take tape and wrap around the frame in that

area nice and straight to act as a  straight edge. Cut through the whole

thickness three inches in front of where the firewall brace bolts to the frame.

8. Fat Man Fabrication Independent Front Suspension

System. This is an excellent suspension that is ready to go.



9. After removing the old boat anchor frame
section take a metal gusset and tack weld it
to the very bottom of the existing frame of
the car. This allows for a place to set the new
front suspension down at the rear so it can
be lined up easily.

10. Using jack stands with infinite adjustability which you can get from

fabrication or RV Motor Home Supply companies, shim up the New Indepen-

dent Front Suspension until it is lined up with the jig. This will assure that it is

in the same place as your original frame was.

11. You can see it is now lined up so that both bracket

mounting holes are lined up properly. Your mounting bolts
should slide in and out with no restriction.



13. The inside brace goes between the two

frame pieces.

12. We Veed out the original frame and the
Fat Man Fabrication frame so we could make
a brace for the inside allowing a smooth area
outside the two frame sections to be joined.

14.   We slid forward the new frame section
then tack welded the bracket to the inside of

the IFS. Now slide it in and make sure the
bumper bracket holes line up along with the

vertical uprights and firewall support.



15 a. Check for height with a straight edge. You want it to match up very well
because the original frame was sitting a little higher than the New Fat Man
Frame, so you will want to heat it and bend it down so it fits the brand new
Front Suspension as if it was one piece from the factory.  Check your wheel base
measurement one more time.

15 b. This is no time to play games your life is too important. Do not weld
this with a 110 volt mig welder. You need some serious penetration for
strength to assure of no future problems. For this we used the Lincoln Wire
Matic 255. It has infinite heat and wire settings which allow for perfect
penetration and beads that are easy to grind to a finished state. We recom-
mend tack welding several areas first to hold it in place when you really put

the heat to it during the weld process.

16. This bead is about 3/4 wide. Go left to right while

coming back toward you and you will get the results as seen

and needed.

17. Here we have it welded up. Check to make sure every-

thing is still lined up and nothing moved with the heat.



18. In this front view it shows that everything is lined up and squared. We
checked the level on the frame and it is exactly as the original was.

19. Paul placed the bolts back in. See how nicely it fits.

The holes haven’t changed. This assures you of having it

in the same place. Now grind your welds. Bolt up the

suspension and fit the sheet metal back in place. We will

have to trim the inner apron to clear the new upper control

arms just a bit and then you can prep and paint.

The jig makes it a no mistake operation.



About the Sites Convenience
1. Did you have any difficulty downloading or viewing our booklets?

Yes     No    if So, Why:
2. Was Restoreityourself.com easy to navigate?

Yes     No    if Not, Why:
3. Was our sample enough information for you to purchase it?

Yes     No    if Not, Why:

About This booklet
4. Is our product priced fairly?

Yes     No    if Not, Why:
5. Do you feel our booklet will help you with your project?

Yes     No    if Not, Why:

About Tools
6. Would you buy your tools on-line and have them delivered to your Home or

Business?
Yes     No If Not, why?

About You & your Vehicle
7. Will you be doing the work yourself or will you have a shop do the work for you?

Myself     Shop
8. What is your age group?     15-24     25-34      35-44      45-54      55-64      65+
9. What Vehicle/s do you own?
10. What Vehicle/s are you working on or having worked on?

In General
11. How do you feel about On-line shopping?

Comfortable      Uncomfortable but still do it      Not comfortable at all
12. Are you interested in becoming a member at restoreityourself.com for substantial savings?

Yes     No
13. Have you seen other sites providing Auto-Restoration booklets?

Yes     No  if yes, Where:
14. Will you be a frequent visitor at restoreityourself.com?

Yes     No     Don't know

Please enter your email address if you would like us to contact you about the results of your
survey:

For any additional comments please type them in below:
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